SENTIERRE TO PARTNER WITH SYLVIA SEPIELLI ON PADRE CANYON SANCTUARY
A New Definition of Luxury
(Ivins, Utah) – For Immediate Release – Sentierre Hotels & Sanctuaries announced that the brand’s
inaugural luxury resort hotel, Sentierre Padre Canyon will include a Sylvia Sepielli full service spa with
fitness facilities including the Sentierre Sanctuary Well-being Program.
Sentierre Padre Canyon will be built on a 43 acre parcel adjacent to Tuacahn Center for the Arts and will
feature 105 luxe guestrooms and suites. The Sanctuary within the resort will include 14 special stand
apart guest suites including 5 Tuacahn Suites with private spools, 8 Spa Suites that will include in-room
treatment spaces and a luxury 4000+sq foot Spa Villa with 4 private luxury bedrooms. Designed by
acclaimed architects, Allen+Philp, the Sanctuary encompasses more than 14,000 square feet, including 6
Treatment rooms, Pre and Post Treatment relaxation areas, an adult pool at the spa, and a private lounge
for the exclusive use of destination spa guests. The Sanctuary will offer Sentierre Padre Canyon
treatments and experiences unique to this one of a kind location.
Sentierre Padre Canyon will also include 42 Villas with four floor plans that are now available for
purchase. These wholly-owned, modern private residences are thoughtfully designed to capture the
unique views of Padre Canyon, and feature open design living-dining-kitchen areas with fireplaces,
plentiful natural light, 4 to 5 bedrooms, and extensive outdoor rooms. In addition to access to the Resort
and Sanctuary’s 5 star services and amenities, owners of the luxury Villas will enjoy distinct owner
privileges.
Sentierre’s Discovery Center is open at Ancestor Square in St. George, Utah where additional information
about the resort hotel, sanctuary and residences may be explored.
About Sentierre Hotels & Sanctuaries
Combining classic resort sophistication with a focus on overall well-being, Sentierre is committed to
delivering exceptional experiences at luxury hotels and sanctuaries in an environment that focuses on
the enduring legacy of family and friends, natural sanctuary, and economic sustainability. Sentierre
hotels are designed for locations that offer unique natural beauty and recreation with modern
sensibilities. Conceived by developer DDRM Companies and built on a foundation of over 35 years of
luxury hotel development and hotel operations, the Sentierre brand caters to a new generation of luxury
travelers seeking family engagement, relaxation, recreation and rejuvenation. Sentierre is building its
portfolio to provide the opportunity for guests to optimize personal well-being with a blend of
uncompromising comfort, extraordinary unpretentious service and a wide range of creative cuisines at
destination resorts. Plans for the brand to expand include Sentierre resorts in Park City, UT, and Hawaii.
For more information on Sentierre Hotels & Sanctuaries, please visit sentierreresorts.com or call
435.429.7000. To explore residential ownership, please visit the Sentierre Discovery Center at Ancestor
Square: 2 West St. George Blvd., St. George, Utah 84770; or phone 435.218.3294.

